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Just like in the beloved fantasy classics,
Hansel and Gretel, Han and Greta have
been sent away together...... Due to a
failing business and sheer misfortune, Han
and Greta are sent away from all they know
to a lesser fortune than they are used it.
They have to learn to survive without much
except their wits and the strength of their
bond to each other. Han is off-limits to
Greta, and she is very much aware of that.
But that doesnt stop her wild imagination
from coming up with all sorts of ways to
get Han into holes he shouldnt be in. Hans
job is to protect Greta, and he is willing to
do whatever it takes to keep her safe,
warm, and satisfied - even if it means
breaking all forbidden boundaries as he
fulfills her wants, needs, and desires. ***
Hansel and Gretel is a new adult and
college fairy tale with step elements ***
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